
Full-HD 
digital microscope

Capture, save, measure images 

and videos in Full HD

Overlay comparison

Point-to-point measurements 

Circle radius measurements 

Angle measurements

Place text annotations 

Golden sample

Visus 
SOFT- 
WARE

Visus Software for inspection, analysis 
and measurements. Designed to  
increase your productivity.



Visus  
SOFTWARE

Visus Software is easy to use. Designed to  
reduce time spent on analysis, measurement 
and documentation of your products. 

The Visus measurement application is compliant with ICON, CMORE 
PLUS and ICON Flex. It offers features such as measure point-to-point, 
circle and angle measurements as well as performing advanced 
calibrations, lens correction and text annotations. You are also able to 
toggle between live view and still image mode as well as capturing 
images and saving your work to USB memory stick, directly to your PC 
or your network over Ethernet with or without applied graphics.  

included with ICON, CMORE PLUS and ICON Flex



Visus measurement application software

The Visus measurement application is compatible with ICON, CMORE PLUS and ICON Flex.

With the software you can control your Visus 
devices - Icon, Cmore Plus, Icon Flex. 

Measurement and Drawing 

Accurate measurement and annotation of lines, angles 
and circles. Image comparator helps you identify differ-
ences between your product and a golden sample. This 
is example of what you can do with the measurement 
part of the software.

You get at selected range of tools for measuring various 
objects. We have a user-friendly interface which is easily 
understood and intuitive to use.

Furthermore, this is an excellent way of getting correct and 
precise material for documentation to fulfill your customer 
quality control standards for example. 

Installation and calibration

No complicated installation, one click, install and 
ready to start to performing measurements. Make a 
calibration to your object and you will get a very fine 
tuned result.

ICONCMORE PLUS ICON flex

Live image vs. Golden Sample



More products

Magnifying Lamps 
& Accessories

Cmore Digital  
camera microscope

Mighty Cam - Microscopy

Visus  
SOFTWARE

Systems for  
different industries

The flexibility ICON offers enables it to be utilized 
in different industries such as Electronics, Jewellery, 
Watchmaking, Forensic, Metallurgical, Medical, Auto-
motive, Aerospace, Conversation and restoration. 


